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Abstract

We present Depfix, an open-source system for automatic post-editing of phrase-based machine translation outputs. Depfix employs a range of natural language processing tools to obtain analyses of the input sentences, and uses a set of rules to correct common or serious errors in machine translation outputs. Depfix is currently implemented only for English-to-Czech translation direction, but extending it to other languages is planned.

1. Introduction

Depfix is an automatic post-editing system, designed for correcting errors in outputs of English-to-Czech statistical machine translation (SMT) systems. An approach based on similar ideas was first used by Stymne and Ahrenberg (2010) for English-to-Swedish. Depfix was introduced in (Mareček et al., 2011), and subsequent improvements were described especially in (Rosa et al., 2012b) and (Rosa et al., 2013). For a comprehensive description of the whole Depfix system, please refer to (Rosa, 2013). An independent implementation for English-to-Persian exists, called Grafix (Mohaghegh et al., 2013).

Depfix consists of a set of rule-based fixes, and a statistical component. It utilizes a range of NLP tools, especially for linguistic analysis of the input (taggers, parsers, named entity recognizers...), and for generation of the output (morphological generator, detokenizer...). Depfix operates by analyzing the input sentence, and invoking a pipeline of error detection and correction rules (called fixes) on it.

Depfix is one of the components of Chimera (Bojar et al., 2013b; Tamchyna et al., 2014), the current state-of-the-art system for English-to-Czech machine translation
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Table 1. Automatic evaluation of the Depfix system. Adapted from (Rosa, 2013). Change of BLEU score when Depfix was applied to the output of the system is reported. Statistically significant results are marked by bold font.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CU Bojar</td>
<td>+0.47</td>
<td>+0.07</td>
<td>JHU</td>
<td>+0.42</td>
<td>+0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU Tamchyna</td>
<td>+0.46</td>
<td>+0.02</td>
<td>SFU</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU TectoMT</td>
<td>−0.10</td>
<td>−0.02</td>
<td>EuroTran</td>
<td>+0.21</td>
<td>+0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CU Zeman</td>
<td>+0.73</td>
<td>+0.34</td>
<td>Microsoft Bing</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UEDIN</td>
<td>+0.64</td>
<td>+0.23</td>
<td>Google Translate</td>
<td>+0.23</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Depfix is a stand-alone system, and can be used to post-process outputs of any MT system. It particularly focuses on errors common in phrase-based SMT outputs; some of its components have been tuned using outputs of Moses. In a throughout evaluation on outputs of all systems participating in WMT in 2011 and 2012 (Callison-Burch et al., 2011, 2012), applying Depfix led to a statistically significant improvement in BLEU score in most cases, as shown in Table 1. ²

Depfix is implemented in the Treex framework (Popel and Žabokrtský, 2010). ⁴ Instructions on obtaining and using Depfix can be found on http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/depfix. We release Depfix under the GNU General Public License v2 to encourage its improvement and adaptation for other languages, as well as to serve as inspiration for other researchers.

2. Tools

Depfix basically operates by observing and modifying morphological tags. Therefore, the two following tools are vital for operation of Depfix:

- A lemmatizing tagger (or a tagger and a lemmatizer) is an analysis tool that assigns the word form of each token in the sentence with a combination of lemma

² http://qtleap.eu/

³ We did not perform this kind of evaluation in the following years of WMT, as we focused on the Chimera hybrid system instead.

⁴http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/treex
and tag. We use MorphoDiTa (Straková et al., 2014) for Czech and Morče (Spousta et al., 2007) for English.

- A morphological generator is a generation tool inverse to the tagger: for a given combination of lemma and tag, it generates the corresponding word form. We use Hajič’s Czech morphological generator (Hajič, 2004).

For Czech, we use the Prague dependency treebank positional tagset (Hajič, 1998), which marks 13 morphological categories, such as part-of-speech, gender, number, case, person, or tense. One of the properties of this tagset, which is very useful for us, is that the lemmas and morphological categories are fully disambiguated – for a given combination of lemma and tag, there is at most one corresponding word form (the opposite does not hold, as many Czech paradigms have the same word repeated several times).

For English, we use the Penn treebank tagset (Marcus et al., 1993), which marks only few morphological categories, such as singular/plural number for nouns, but does not distinguish e.g. verb person (except for 3rd person singular in present simple tense).

Apart from the tagger and the morphological generator, many other tools are used in Depfix. We currently use the following, which are either implemented within the Treex framework, or are external tools with Treex wrappers:

- a rule-based Treex tokenizer and detokenizer
- a word aligner – GIZA++ (Och and Ney, 2003)
- a dependency parser – MST parser for English (McDonald et al., 2005), and its variations for Czech: a version by Novák and Žabokrtský (2007) adapted for Czech in the basic version of Depfix, or MSTperl by Rosa et al. (2012a) adapted for SMT outputs in full Depfix
- a dependency relations labeller (as the MST parser returns unlabelled parse trees) – a rule-based Treex labeller for English, and a statistical labeller by Rosa and Mareček (2012) for Czech
- a named entity recognizer – Stanford NER for English (Finkel et al., 2005), and a simple Treex NER for Czech
- a rule-based Treex converter to tectogrammatical (deep syntax) dependency trees

There are also other tools that we do not currently use (because they are not part of Treex yet, some of them probably do not even exist yet), but we believe that they would be useful for Depfix as well:

- a full-fledged named entity recognizer for Czech
- a coreference resolver
- a fine-grained tagger for English (that would mark e.g. verb person or noun gender)
- a well-performing labeller for tectogrammatical trees (the current Treex one is rather basic and lacks proper analysis of verbs, negation, etc., especially for English)
When porting Depfix to a new language, acquiring the NLP tools is a necessary first step. Unfortunately, in the Treex framework, support for languages other than Czech and English is currently very limited. However, one can make use of the HamleDT project (Zeman et al., 2012) which collects dependency treebanks for various languages and harmonizes their tagsets and dependency annotation styles to a common scheme. We believe this to be an ideal resource for training a tagger as well as a dependency parser for any of the languages covered – HamleDT 2.0 currently features 30 treebanks and is still growing, and there are also plans of its tighter integration with Treex.

3. Fixing Rules

The main part of Depfix is a set of fixing rules (there are 28 of them in the current version). Most of the rules inspect the tag of a Czech word, usually comparing it to its source English counterpart and/or its Czech neighbours (usually its dependency parents or children), and if an error is spotted (such as incorrect morphological number – e.g. the Czech word is in singular but the source English word is in plural), the tag of the Czech word is changed to the correct one, and the morphological generator is invoked to generate the corresponding correct word form.6

Some of the rules also delete superfluous words (e.g. a subject pronoun that should be dropped), change word order (e.g. the noun modifier of a noun, which precedes the head noun in English but should follow it in Czech), or change tokenization and casing (by projecting it from the source English sentence where this seems appropriate).

The ideas for the rules are based on an analysis of errors in English-to-Czech SMT (Bojar, 2011), and the actual rules were implemented and tuned using the WMT 2010 test set (Callison-Burch et al., 2010) translated by Moses. For other language pairs, a similar error analysis, such as the Terra collection (Fishel et al., 2012), may be used as a starting point; however, the error analyses are typically not fine-grained enough to be used directly for Depfix rules implementation, and extensive manual tuning of the rules by inspecting SMT translation outputs is to be expected.

3.1. Example

Table 2 shows the operation of FixPnom rule.7 In the sentence, there is an error in agreement of nominal predicate “zdrženliví” (“reticent_{pl}”) with the subject “Obama”.

5http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/hamledt

6It may happen that the new word form turns out to be identical to the original word form, as there are often many possible tags for a word – e.g. the nominative and accusative case of a noun is often identical. However, the fix may still be beneficial, as subsequent fixes might be helped by the corrected tag of the word – e.g. a fixed noun tag may induce a fix of a modifying adjective.

7The make compare_log Depfix command can be used to obtain this kind of information.
Obama has always been reticent in regards to his prize.

SMT output: Obama byl vždy zdrženliví s ohledem na svou kořist.
Depfix output: Obama byl vždy zdrženlivý s ohledem na svou kořist.

Fixlog: Pnom: zdrženliví[AAMP1—1A—] zdrženlivý[AAMS1—1A—]

Table 2. Example of application of FixPnom on a sentence from WMT10 dataset (translated by the CU-Bojar system)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source:</th>
<th>Obama has always been reticent in regards to his prize.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SMT output:</td>
<td>Obama byl vždy zdrženliví s ohledem na svou kořist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depfix output:</td>
<td>Obama byl vždy zdrženlivý s ohledem na svou kořist.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixlog:</td>
<td>Pnom: zdrženliví[AAMP1—1A—] zdrženlivý[AAMS1—1A—]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Part of the dependency parse tree of a Czech sentence before applying FixPnom. Also showing the Czech named entity tree, and corresponding part of the source English dependency parse tree. Word forms, analytical functions, and morphological tags are shown.

The morphological number (4th position of the tag) should be identical for both of the words, but it is not – it is singular (“S”) for “Obama” but plural (“P”) for “zdrženliví”. See also Figure 1, which shows the parse tree of the Czech sentence (before applying the fix), the named entity tree for the Czech sentence, and the parse tree of the source English sentence.

When the FixPnom rule is invoked on the word “zdrženliví”, it realizes the following:

- the word is an adjective and its dependency parent is a copula verb, thus the word is a nominal predicate and the FixPnom rule applies here,

---

8These parse trees, as well as the tectogrammatical trees, are contained in intermediate *.treex files in the Depfix experiment directory, and can be viewed using Tree Editor TrEd – see http://ufal.mff.cuni.cz/tred/.
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• there is a child of the parent verb ("Obama") which is marked as subject, and its English counterpart ("Obama") is also marked as subject, thus it should be in agreement with the nominal predicate.
• the subject is in singular, while the nominal predicate is in plural, thus the agreement is violated and should be fixed.

The rule therefore proceeds by fixing the error. This is done in two steps:
  1. the tag of “zdrženliví” is changed by changing the number marker from “P” (plural) to “S” (singular), as indicated in the Fixlog in Table 2.9
  2. the morphological generator is invoked to generate a word form that corresponds to the new tag; in this case, the word “zdrženlivý” is generated.

The FixPnom rule also checks and corrects agreement in morphological gender; however, agreement in gender is not violated in the example sentence.

4. Implementation

Depfix is implemented in the Treex framework, which is required to run it, and is operated from the command-line via Makefile targets. The commented source code of Depfix is in Perl and Bash. The fixing blocks are implemented as Treex blocks, usually taking a dependency edge as their input, checking it for the error that they fix, and fixing the child or parent node of the edge as appropriate.

The Depfix Manual (Rosa, 2014a), which provides instructions on installing and running Depfix, is available on the Depfix webpage. The installation consists of installing Treex and several other modules from CPAN, checking out the Treex subversion repository (which Depfix is contained in), downloading several model files, and making a test run of Depfix.

Depfix needs a Linux machine to run, with at least 3.5 GB RAM to run the basic version – i.e. without the MSTperl parser, which is adapted for SMT outputs (Rosa et al., 2012a; Rosa, 2014b), and without the statistical fixing component (Rosa et al., 2013). The full version, which achieves slightly higher BLEU improvement than the basic version, needs at least 20 GB to run.

Depfix takes source English text and its machine translation as its input, and provides the fixed translations as its output (all plain text files, one sentence per line). Processing a set of 3000 sentences by Depfix takes about 2 hours; processing a single sentence takes about 5 minutes (most of this time is spent by initializing the tools).10

---

9The fix is performed in this direction because the morphological number is more reliable with nouns in English-to-Czech translation, as noun number is explicitly marked in English while adjective number is not.

10 These times are provided for illustration only, as they depend on the speed of the processor, the hard-drive, and other parameters of the machine.
5. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we described Depfix, a successful automatic post-editing system designed for performing rule-based correction of errors in English-to-Czech statistical machine translation outputs.

As a stand-alone tool, Depfix can be used to post-edit outputs of any machine translation system, although it focuses especially on shortcomings of the phrase-based ones, such as Moses. So far, we have implemented Depfix only for the English-to-Czech translation direction, although there exist similar systems for other languages by other authors. Depfix has been developed for several years, and is now a component of Chimera, the state-of-the-art machine translation system for English-to-Czech translation.

The future plans for Depfix development are directed towards extending it to new translation directions, starting with a refactoring to separate language-independent and language-specific parts, so that fixing rules for a new language pair can be implemented easily while reusing as much from the already implemented functionality as possible. Another future research path aims to complement or replace the manually written rules by machine learning techniques, with preliminary experiments indicating viability of such an approach.

To improve the ease of use of Depfix, we also wish to implement an online interface that would enable invoking Depfix remotely from the web browser or as a web service, with no need of installing it. The interface will be implemented using the Treex::Web front-end (Sedlák, 2014).11
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